The UK’s critical care meeting – rebooted
You told us you wanted something new. We listened.
See our new free, open-access style for yourself, with last year’s podcasts, blogs, and #FOAM multimedia
Registration, exhibition, sponsored symposia, and pre-plenary TED talks

tbc

Opening plenary

No place for RCTs in ICU?
Jean-Louis Vincent vs. the world @jlvincen
Gillian Hanson lecture: the three unfinished revolutions in critical care
Jack Iwashyna, US @iwashyna
Only 10% of UK intensivists are female: how can we do better?
Anna Batchelor + panel, UK @annabatchelor @iwashyna @charlot_summers @kathmaitland

Managing the heart in ICU

Joint session with ACTACC (formerly ACTA)
Coronary disease in the ICU
Nick Fletcher, UK @echotrainer
Inotropes in cardiogenic shock
Gudrun Kunst, UK
Does IABP still have a role?
Alain Vuylsteke, UK
Panel discussion + Q&A

Creating the future

Lessons from space medicine
Kevin Fong, UK @kevin_fong
What can ICU learn from F1 technology?
Adam Hill, MacLaren Applied Technologies
Learning from Google Deepmind
Dominic King @digitalstitched
Panel discussion

Point of care ultrasound

From neophyte to ninja: pushing the boundaries
● Should POCUS be left to the ‘Ologists?
● Governance: who is supervising who?
● FICE & CUSIC in the UK: how to, why to
● Going beyond heart & lung
All-star UK POCUS panel – details soon

Jean-Louis Vincent masterclass

Planes, trains and automobiles
Confessions of a globetrotting intensivist: a dialogue with the audience
Jean-Louis Vincent, Belgium @jlvincen
(capacity limit 150)
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## ICS State of the Art 2016

### Day 2 Tuesday 6th December

#### Room England

**Physical rehab** Bronwen Connolly, UK

**Emerging threats** Lt Col Andy Johnston

### Room Scotland

**Joint session, Society for Acute Medicine**

**Frailty in the acutely ill patient**
- Mark Holland, SAM President, UK
- 
  **BTS NIV guidelines – an acute medical view**
- Nick Scriven, SAM Pres-Elect, UK @nicksr1
- 
  **Acute severe asthma**
- Catherine Snelson, UK

**Panel discussion:** Is new always better?

---

### Room Wales

**Ivory Tower to Desert Island**

**Put the experts on the spot**
- Anna Batchelor, UK @AnnaBatchelor
- Peter Brindley, Canada @docpgb
- Kath Maitland, UK @KathMaitland

**Your hosts:**
- Mark Forrest, UK @obidoc
- Nandan Gupta, UK

---

### Room Northern Ireland

**Follow-up clinics: promote or abolish?**
- Promote
- Stephen Brett, UK
- Abolish
- Brian Cuthbertson, Canada

**Workshop: When, how, and who for?**
- Multidisciplinary panel debate

---

**Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)**

#### Room England

**Learning from acute medicine**

**The view from the ICU bed**

**Oxygen**

**Panel discussion:**
- too much of a good thing?

---

### Room Scotland

**Rise of the machines**

**Managing the lung**

**Global challenges in critical care**

**Oral presentations**

**Lunch (provided) + lunchtime symposia**

**Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall)**

---

### Room Wales

**Rise of the machines**

**Managing the lung**

**Global challenges in critical care**

**Oral presentations**

---

### Room Northern Ireland

**Rise of the machines**

**Managing the lung**

**Global challenges in critical care**

**Oral presentations**

---

**Second day wine reception**
### Day 3 Wednesday 7th December

#### Room England

**Year in review**
- **Organ donation** Dan Harvey, UK
- **Cancer critical care** Pascale Gruber, UK

**Nutrition**
- **SCCM/ASPEN guidelines: we did it our way**
  - TBC
- **The European perspective**
  - Arthur van Zanten, Belgium
- **Doing it for real: practical application**
  - Danni Bear, London @danni_dietitian

**Panel discussion**
- Nutrition

#### Room Scotland

**Ethics: end of life**
- **A UK Ethical Framework**
  - Chris Bassford, UK @ICUDecisions
- **Bedside ethics and ‘the Last Bed’**
  - Dale Gardiner, UK
- **Dead men tell no lies? Mortality, ethics and outcome**
  - Dan Harvey, UK

**Panel discussion**
- Ethics: end of life

#### Room Wales

**“How I would treat…”**
- **Practical, case-based guidance on common dilemmas**

#### Room Northern Ireland

**Clinical trials masterclass**
- **Defend your position: opening statements**
  - Big is beautiful (is the ANZICS model best?)
  - Steve Webb, Australia
- **Sizing up the problem**
  - Brian Cuthbertson, Canada
- **Look before you leap (into Phase III studies)**
  - Danny McAuley, UK
- **Picking the right end point**
  - Bronwen Connolly, UK

**Heterogeneity of treatment effect**
- Jack Iwashyna

**Panel debate: which ways forward?**

**ICF Gold Medal presentations**
- The prestigious Intensive Care Foundation Research Gold Medal award is now open to all new investigators including consultants up to two years after appointment.
- Submit your body of work at soa.ics.ac.uk to be considered for presentation and judging.

#### Coffee, pop-up talks (exhibition hall), poster viewing & judging (e-Poster area)

**The Cauldron**
- The ICS Trainee Committee Prize session
  - "ICU is under attack!"
  - What is the biggest threat to ICU?
- Submit your talk proposal at soa.ics.ac.uk

**Delirium & sedation**
- **Complexities & controversies**
  - Yoanna Skrobrk, Canada
- **Brain waves and outcomes**
  - Arjen Slooter, Netherlands
- **Attention to inattention**
  - Zoe Tieges, UK @ZoeTieges

**Panel discussion**
- Delirium & sedation

**Airway management in ICU**
- When it hits the fan: airways in ED and ICU
  - Peter Brindley, Canada @docpgb
- **Should videolaryngoscopy be routine in ICU? A debate**
- **MDT clinic: practical management of the tracheostomy patient**

**Closing plenary**
- ICS, ICF, FICM and NIHR awards
  - Current trials:
    - **Interpreting the big studies of 2015-2016**
    - **Your chance to grill the investigators**
    - **New faces and new directions**

**Lunch (provided) + lunchtime symposia**
- ICS State of the Art 2016
  - 5-7 December, ExCel, London, UK

---

*Prices shown for ICS members / non-members. Day rates are available. Join ICS via the registration page for immediate discount, free transfer insurance and more.*